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Some Introductory Thoughts:
Travis Hughey, founder of FASTonline,
created one of the first manuals for building a basic
home Aquaponics system using Blue Barrels. For
many people, this was the first introduction
available into the world of home Aquaponics. This
manual is available on Hughey’s website for free,
and is a solid DIY project. It was designed for
people in rural and third-world areas, and uses
materials that can likely be found with ease
worldwide.
I believe that Travis’s manual is a great one for its
purpose, and still pertinent. However, there are several
facets of his system that are “unique” in their operation. In
our experience, some simple modifications will make a
Blue Barrel system more efficient and easier to construct.
That fact was the impetus for us to create this design, and
then this manual. We have trained a large number of
people in our classes and workshops, and we still firmly
believe that the BEST way to really learn how to do
something is to simply jump in and “get your feet wet.”
Using our DIY manual and building your system with
your own hands will give you a solid understanding of the
basic principles involved with Aquaponics.
This system is not meant as a complete solution to
your search for self-sufficiency. At best, this system will
produce a solid quantity of vegetables for you and your
family to eat. However, the fish tank is not large enough to
really produce any fish to eat. More than anything else,
this system is a way to experiment with Aquaponics and to learn whether or not this is really for
you. The cost of this DIY system -- with 12 square feet of growing space -- considering today’s
retail cost of all materials and this manual, is under $250. We know of no other
system on the market that is as cost-effective. This system uses one barrel, cut
in half, for the grow beds, and a second as the fish tank. The grow beds can be
used as media-based beds, or you could opt to use one or both as “raft,” DeepWater Culture beds. To learn all you possibly can about Aquaponics, and to get
a system up and running quickly, there is no better introductory system.
Blue Barrels and IBC Totes are a GREAT way to learn the basics and to
experiment with new methods. But, be careful when sourcing your materials.
As with IBC totes, Blue Barrels are used in a very wide variety of industries
and some of the totes are used to carry EXTREMELY toxic and harmful
chemicals. These “toxic” totes (and all of the others) are supposed to have
labels on the side to clearly list the prior contents. Due to the porous nature of
the plastic used in the barrels, and the fact that any chemical held in them can never be
completely removed, you would be wise to pass on any deal for barrels that seems “too good to
be true.” It probably is. If you don’t know what was previously in the barrel, don’t chance it.

System Description:
The Blue Barrel system outlined in this manual is a very simple one and, as such, is
perfectly appropriate for a beginner. This system uses a single 55-gallon Blue Barrel as the Fish
Tank and a second 55-gallon Blue Barrel cut lengthwise in half for the grow beds. There is a
single water pump to provide circulation, and a non-mechanized Bell Siphon accomplishes the
drainage.
In brief, the water
(along with all of the fish
solids and other waste
particles) will be pumped
upward into the media bed.
The pair of media beds will
be supported by a 2 X 4
surrounding frame and
support structure. As the
halves of the Blue Barrel fill

up with water from the Fish Tank,
each one will drain independently
through the Bell Siphon located at
the front of the barrel. This will
drain back into the Fish Tank and
become aerated along the way.

Materials Needed:
2

“Food-Grade” 55-gallon
Blue Barrels
1
Water Pump (100 – 150 gph)
7
2” x 4” x 96”
2
1¼ ” Uniseal Fitting
2
1” Slip x Slip Coupling
2
1” T-connector (1/2” side)
1
1” T-connector
8
1” 90 degree Elbows
2
2” Dome Cap
2
4” Sewer Cap
2
4” Sewer Pipe (perforated) @ 12” long
2
2” PVC pipe @ 11”
1’ ½” PVC pipe
10’ 1” PVC pipe

Tools:
Skill (Circular) Saw
Jigsaw or Hacksaw ß to cut access in Fish
Tank barrel. Jigsaw makes this easy.
Chop (Radial Arm) Saw ß makes cutting the
PVC pipe EXCEPTIONALLY easy!
Drill (corded or cordless)
Hole Saw – 2” for Uniseal
Drill Bit – bigger than the blade of the jigsaw
(3/8” should be fine)
File or Utility Knife
Aquarium Silicone
PVC Primer and Glue

Construction Steps:
Phase One: Cutting the First Barrel into Grow Beds
1

The first step in the construction of this system is to cut one of the Blue
Barrels in half along the vertical axis. The easiest method is to make
your cut following the mold line found on the barrel. This is a line that
was created when the barrel was made; it runs around the entirety of the
barrel.

2

Begin by drilling a hole (3/8” or larger) on the mold
line. This hole is to insert the blade of the jigsaw.
By carefully following the mold line with the
jigsaw, you will easily cut the barrel in to two
equal halves.

3

When the halves have been separated, it will be
necessary to use a razor knife (utility knife) to cut off
the “fuzzies” from around the cut edges.

Alternate Method for Cutting Barrel:
1

Find the center of the barrel; then use a ruler or straightedge to find the diameter of the barrel
top. Orient your straightedge so that the points where it passes over the rim of the barrel
are an equal distance from each of the “Bung” holes on the top of the barrel.

2

Using a marker, mark this line clearly on the top of the barrel.

3

To draw the line down the side of the barrel, use a Level to help with this task. Begin by
placing one end of the Level at the mark on the top rim of the barrel. With the marker,
clearly mark this line on the side of the barrel. Repeat for the other side.

4

On the bottom of the barrel, connect the lines from either side and then mark clearly.

5

Cut the barrel in half using the jigsaw, as described above.

Phase Two: Cutting the Lumber:
1

Below you will find the suggested cut-list for this project. We have arranged the individual
pieces in such a way as to reduce the wasted material as much as possible. Please
remember to measure each board carefully and to take into account the thickness of the
saw blade when cutting. We suggest laying them out in this fashion, measuring, marking,
checking (twice) and then cutting. Also, take your time! (We speak from experience!)

Phase Three: Assembling the Barrel Frame:
1

Locate the following lengths of 2”x4”:
a. Sides and Middle:
Three (3)
b. Front:
One (1)
c. Back:
One (1)

@
@
@

34.5”
53”
51.25”

2

Begin the assembly by carefully attaching a 34.5” board to
one of the barrel halves. For this step, it is very useful to
either use a clamp to hold the pieces in place or to have an
assistant. You will want to orient the board such that you
are screwing into the 2” dimension.

3

Use short screws (1”), and screw through
the barrel half and into the board. Be
very careful to keep the upper edge of
the barrel even with the board as you
progress.

4

Repeat this process with the other barrel half along the other side of the board. Be sure to
orient the barrel halves in the same direction. (i.e., the ends with the bung holes should be
facing the same direction.)

5

Now locate the remaining two 34.5”
boards. These will form the outer
edges of the barrel frame. They
will be attached in the same
manner as the center board;
however, these will be attached
by screwing into the 4” dimension of the board.

6

Now locate the 51.25” board. This will
become the “back” of the frame and
will connect to the three boards
already attached. This board should
be above the bung holes of the
barrels. Use 2” wood
screws to attach this board
to the other boards.
Carefully place two (2)
screws into the three
existing boards.

7

Now locate the 53” board. This
will become the “front” of the frame and will anchor the construction of the upper frame.
This board should be above the former “bottom” of the barrel. Use 2” wood screws to
attach this board to the other boards. Carefully place two (2) screws into the three
existing boards.

8

Finally, add a few more 1” screws to the barrel halves, to ensure that they are fully attached
and secured to the 2”x4” frame.

Phase Four: Assembling the Lower Frame:
1

Locate the following lengths of 2”x4”
a.
Sides:
Two (2) @
b.
Front:
One (1) @
c.
Middle: One (1) @
d.
Back:
One (1) @

24”
45”
45.5”
46”

2

Begin the assembly of the
lower frame by building a
box using the two Sides,
the Front, and the Back
sections. Attach these
pieces together using 2”
wood screws.

3

The running pieces (Front,
Middle, Back) will be
“capped” by the Side
pieces. Using an electric
drill, place two screws
into each corner (top and bottom) to firmly connect the boards together.
*The easiest method is to build the outer box, and then add the 45.5” middle runner*

4

To attach this frame to the Blue Barrel frame, you will now need the support “legs.” From your
cuts find the two boards that are 12” and the two that are 12.25”.

5

This is likely going to be the most
challenging portion of the build.
Begin by flipping the Barrel
frame upside down and laying the
Lower frame on top of it.
Be sure to make sure that the
46” length of the lower
frame is lying adjacent and
parallel to the 51.25” board
of the upper frame.

6

Once you have the frames lined up correctly, find one of the 12.25” legs. This leg will attach
the lower frame to the barrel frame. This leg, and its twin, will be screwed into the Front of
the lower frame (the 45” board). Place the leg such that the cut end of the board is resting on
the underside of the barrel frame. The 4” dimension of the leg
should be flat against the lower frame. Use two of the 2” wood
screws to firmly attach this board to the lower frame.

7

Repeat the process with the other three legs; remember that the 12”
legs will be attached to the Back of the lower frame (the 46”
board).

8

Now you will need to screw the legs into the upper frame. To do this
you will need to drill the screws at an angle as you connect the
boards. The easiest way to do this is to begin approximately 1.5”
above the bottom of the leg and begin inserting the screw at a 45-degree angle. When fully
inserted, the screw should project from the leg into the side of the Barrel frame, firmly
connecting them. Repeat the process on the other side of the leg, and then continue with the
remaining three legs.

Phase Five: Finishing the Structural Assembly:
1

2

Locate the following lengths of 2”x4”:
a. Base Sides:
Two (2)
b. Base Ends:
Two (2)
c. Front Stop:
One (1)
d. Stand Sides:
Two (2)
e. Stand Front/Back: Two (2)
f. Stand Legs:
Four (4)
g. Scrap Piece – 4”

@
@
@
@
@
@

43.25”
21”
24”
24”
27”
27”

Now we will begin to assemble the remainder of the
tank stand assembly. To begin this portion, locate the pieces of the Base – the
two sides (43.5”) and the two ends (21”). These will need to be screwed
together to form a box, where the 21” ends are INSIDE the 43.5” sides. Use
two 2” wood screws per corner as in previous steps. When finished, the total
width of the box should be 24”.

3

Take the scrap piece of 2”x4” and cut it diagonally into two triangles. Now you will add the
Tank stop to the box. The 24” board will run along one end of the box (on top of the 21”
board). The triangular pieces cut in the previous step will form supports for this board.

4

Now we need to build the Stand that will actually hold the barrel grow beds. Begin this step by
finding two 27” boards and
two 24” boards. Assemble
these into a box with the 24”
boards along the OUTSIDE
of the 27” boards. (The total
box should be 30” x 24”.)

5

The remaining four 27” lengths
will be the legs of this stand.
27” board
They will be attached to the
inside of the box built in
Step 4, and will attach with
the 4” dimension against the 24” boards. Before screwing the
legs onto the box though, it will be necessary to measure a
guide to ensure that you have the proper height. Lay the four
legs flat on a table or the floor – check once more to be certain
all four are EXACTLY the same length; then draw a line on
each that is 3.5” below one end on each leg. This will give you
a point at which you attach the stand to the grow bed frame.

3.5
”

6

When you attach the legs to the box frame of the stand, make
sure to align the line drawn in step 6 with the top of the box.
This will give you 3.5” of the leg sticking up above the box,
and 20” below. Repeat this process to attach the remaining
three legs. See picture at right.

7

Now it is time to attach this frame to the Base. Align the Stand so that the legs are along the
outside of the box of the Base. The rear-most pair of legs should line up with the back
corners of the box. Attach securely with two 2” wood screws.

8

The final step is to add the grow bed onto the Base/Stand assembly. When putting this together,
the base of the barrels should face the open end of the Base (with the Tank stop). The Barrel
frame assembly will need to be centered
horizontally on the Stand. To do this,
measure from the edge of the lower barrel
frame to the Stand frame. When the
distances are the same on either side, it is
properly aligned, and you can attach the
frame using the 2” wood screws.

Phase Six: Installing the Fish Tank:
1

The fish tank will be the second barrel. This needs to be placed below the barrel frame, and in
front of the tank stop board on the base. Make sure to center the barrel on the base frame.
Try to orient the tank so that the mold line is facing straight up (perpendicular) from the
base of the system.

2

To cut the tank access, you will need a Marker, a drill
with 3/8” drill bit (or larger), and a jigsaw.

3

Once the tank is centered on the base, use the marker to
sketch out the hole needed for access. This hole
needs to be as high on the barrel as possible to allow
for the greatest water volume. Using the barrel mold
line as a guide, sketch an oval that will stretch 5” on
either side of the mold line. The length of the oval
should be about 18”. Use the marker to sketch a clear line representing the hole you want
cut out.

4

Use the drill to place a pilot hole somewhere on the marker line. This is where you will insert
the blade of the jigsaw. Now, using the jigsaw carefully cut the oval hole into the barrel.
Be sure to go slowly and carefully as you cut.

5

Using your razor knife, trim the “fuzzies” away from the edge of the hole. It may be
necessary to rinse the barrel out at this time.

Phase Seven: Installing the Plumbing:
1

2
3

4

5
6
7

For the Water Supply
Assembly, you will need
the PVC fittings listed in
the image at the right. In
addition you will need the
following lengths of 1” thin
wall pipe (Sch 80):
a. 2 @ 10.5”
b. 30”
c. 4 @ 2”
d. 2 @ 4”
You will also need two small
pieces of ½” PVC pipe –
each roughly 3” long.

4 90 degree elbows (1”)
1 Tee (1”)
2 Tee w/ ½” (1”)
1 ½”x½” threaded nipple
1 ½” threaded x 1” slip coupling
1 SlipxSlip Coupling (1”)

Water Supply Assembly

The water pump that you use for your system should be able to move roughly 100-200 gph at
a head height of roughly 1.5’. (Consult the pump efficiency chart for the model of pump
that you purchase.)
Almost all pumps come with a threaded fitting for the water outflow that can be removed and
replaced with the ½” threaded fitting for this assembly. With one end threaded into the
pump, the other end needs to be inserted into the ½” threaded reducer to increase the pipe
size from ½” to 1”.
Now complete the coupling assembly by adding the 1” slip coupling. Take one of the 10.5”
pieces of 1” PVC pipe and slip that into the 1” coupling. The top of the pipe will now be
fitted with a 90-degree elbow, so the water can be directed through the barrel frame
toward the rear.
The 30” length of PVC pipe should run the length of the barrel frame, and needs to be
inserted into the 90-degree elbow from the previous step.
The Supply Assembly is designed to come up through the center of the barrel frame, so it will
be necessary to drill a hole in the center board. Use any drill bit or hole saw that would
produce a hole at least 1.5” in size. This hole should be 6.5” from the rear of the frame.
To assemble the distribution apparatus, begin with the 1” Tee fitting. The center port should
face down with the second 10.5” piece of PVC inserted. In the side ports, place 2”
sections of PVC. Next in the assembly will be the remaining Tee fittings. These need to
have the ½” center port oriented upward, with the short pieces of ½” pipe inserted. Next,
add the remaining 2” sections of PVC and the last two 90-degree elbows. Finally, insert
the 4” lengths of pipe into the elbows.
Assembly Design: 4” – Elbow – 2” – Tee (½” center) – 2” – Tee – 2” - Tee (½” center) – 2” – Elbow – 4”

8

9

For the Drain Assembly, you will need the PVC fittings listed in the image at the right.
a. Actually you will need two sets of the
4” Sewer Cap
12” of 4”
fittings (One set for each barrel half.)
Assuming that you cut your barrel as instructed
in Phase 1, you will need to cut a hole in the
base of the barrel half using a 2” hole saw.
THIS MUST BE EXACT in order for the
Uniseal to function properly.
a. This hole should be 3” from the
inside edge of the barrel bottom
(nearest the Fish Tank)
b. Be sure to carefully trim the
edges of the hole so the Uniseal
will fit smoothly.

Drain
Assembly

Perforated
aaaaSewer Pipe
2” Dome Cap
10.25” of 2” PVC
1¼” Uniseal
1” Coupling
2 90-degree
Elbows (1”)
9.5” of 1” PVC
8” of 1” PVC
7” of 1” PVC
1.5” of 1” PVC

10 Insert the 1” Coupling into the Uniseal. Take special care that the base
of the Coupling does not extend past the bottom of the Uniseal
below the barrel.
11 The 9.5” length of 1” PVC pipe will fit into the Coupling on the inside
of the Grow Bed. This will be the standpipe that determines the max
height of water in the grow bed.
12 The 10.25” piece of 2” PVC pipe will serve as the main portion of the
Bell Siphon. It will be necessary to either cut a series of notches or
tabs out of one end (so that it looks like an old castle tower)
or you can drill a series of holes around the base using a
drill bit. This end will become the bottom of the Bell.
13 Using a generous application, glue the 2” Dome Cap onto the
other side of the Bell pipe. Make sure that there is no gap at
all in the seal – this would cause an operational failure.
14 The 12” section of 4” perforated Sewer Pipe will become the
media shield/sleeve that goes around the siphon apparatus.
This will prevent the media from the bed shifting around
and clogging the standpipe if the Bell Tube ever needs to be removed. When you begin to
fill the bed with media, make sure to put the lid on the sewer pipe.
15 On the underside of the bed, fit the
remaining three lengths of pipe
together connected in an “L” shape
using the 90-degree elbow
connectors. The 1.5” piece will fit
into the underside of the Coupling,
and the other end of the “L” will drop
the water into the fish tank.
16 Repeat this process for the other bed in
this system.

